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Hodder Stoughton General Division, United Kingdom, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. One of the best Stephen King novels not written by the master himself -
New York Times*******************The dark net is an online shadowland for criminals to operate
anonymously, but when a demonic force begins to hack the minds of its users there is nowhere left
to hide.Twelve-year-old Hannah has been fitted with a high-tech prosthetic that restores her sight,
but can t understand why she can now see shadows surrounding certain people.Lela, an
emotionally shut-off, technophobic journalist stumbles onto a story nobody wants her to uncover.
A story someone will kill to keep hidden.A former evangelist, Mike, suffers demons - figurative and
literal - and keeps an arsenal of weapons stored in the basement of the homeless shelter he
runs.And Derek, is a hacker who believes himself a soldier, part of a cyber army dedicated to
changing the world for the better.With the virus spreading throughout the net and an ancient evil
threatening to break lose on the real world, it falls to these strangers to stop the rising darkness.
THE DARK NET is a cracked-mirror version of the digital nightmare we already live...
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ReviewsReviews

This composed ebook is wonderful. It really is writter in basic words rather than hard to understand. You may like the way the writer compose this pdf.
-- Ryder Nolan-- Ryder Nolan

This book can be well worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is writter in simple words and phrases and not confusing. Its been printed in an
exceptionally simple way in fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, modify the way i think.
-- Margot Carter V-- Margot Carter V
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